
INT.HOME- NIGHT

Aoyama stepsing into the living space of the room as he sits
and calls for his servant girl Okiku.

Okiku walks in holding in her hand the ten paper plates
wrapped in cloth.

She sits right beside him as she begins to unwrap the cloth
from the plates. Afterwords she hands Aoyama the plates as
she blows and stands.

AOYAMA
Ah, my ancestors greatest
treasure... the ten paper plates of
the great convenience store. Passed
down from generation to generation.

Okiku bows once more and begins to leave. Aoyama interrupts
her before she begins to leave.

AOYAMA
Okiku!

OKIKU
Yes my lord?

AOYAMA
You've been serving me for a long
time now and I want you to be my
bride.

OKIKU
My appogies my lord, but I will have
to reject

AOYAMA
For what reason?

OKIKU
I am sorry my lord, but I will not
be your bride.

Okiku leaves out. Aoyama looks at the plates and gets an
idea. He takes one of the plates and hides it in his robe.
He takes the rest of the plates and storms off to see Okiku.

EXT.WELL- NIGHT

Okiku is seen outside making a wish next to the well. As she
prays, Aoyama walks behind her.

AOYAMA
Okiku!



Okiku jumps out of her nealing and sees Aoyama in a furious 
manner.

OKIKU
Is everything alright my lord?

AOYAMA
One of my families plates is missing
and I have some suspicion that it
was you.

Aoyama hands over the plates to Okiku as she counts the
plates outloud.

OKIKU
My lord I...

Aoyama interrputs.

AOYAMA
You know the consicuenses of losing
my greatest family heirloom.

OKIKU
I do.

Okiku neels down and closes her eyes. Aoyama draws out his
blade pointing it at Okiku's face.

AOYAMA
But under the circumstance I am
willing to make an arrangment.

Okiku opens her eyes and looks up at Aoyama.

AOYAMA
If you agree to marry me I will
overlook this delema.

Okiku takes a second before giving her answer.

OKIKU
I am sorry my lord, I reject.

AOYAMA (ANGERED)
Then I guess its settled.

Aoyama grabs Okiku from her collar and pushes her down into
the well.

INT.HOME- NIGHT

Aoyama enters the house with the priest, quietly entering
next to the room Okiku's spirit lives.



AOYAMA
Everynight the same dreaded
counting... the screams!

PRIEST
Calm young samurai. I shall take
care of this spirit for you.

AOYAMA
Thank you elder priest.

Both listen closly to the door and hear the counting.

OKIKU
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9..........

A brief moment of silence.

Okiku screams in aggony.

Both the samurai and the priest jump back in fright as Okiku
enters into the room.

PRIEST
What is it that you seek spirit?

Okiku looks at the priest then looks down at her plates and
begins to count.

OKIKU
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.......

Okiku screams.

PRIEST
10!

As the preist says this Okiku disappears.

Aoyama gets up.

AOYAMA
You have done it great priest!

PRIEST
Yes, but for now. This tortured soul
will come back another night and the
following. I am sorry young samurai,
but this spirit will be with you
forever.
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